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Abstract Long-term throughput, as a key performance indicator of a stochastic flow line, is affected

by numerous parameters describing the features of the flow line, such as processing time and buffer

size. Fast and accurate evaluation methods for a given set of values for those parameters are a pre-

requisite to systematically optimize such a flow line. In this paper, we consider the case of a flow

line with random processing times, limited buffer capacities and so-called milkruns that supply the

machines with material parts that are required to perform, e.g., assembly operations on workpieces.

In such a system, shortages in the supply of material parts can limit the performance of the flow

line. Up to now, there are no accurate analytical approaches to quantify the complex interactions

in such milkrun-supplied flow lines for realistic problem sizes. We propose to use recurrent neural

networks to determine the long-term throughput of such flow lines enabling us to evaluate produc-

tion systems of flexible size. Our results show that the throughput can be determined accurately

and quickly via recurrent neural networks. Furthermore, we use this new evaluation procedure as

a building block to optimize this type of flow line using gradient and local search techniques.

Keywords Recurrent neural networks · milkrun material supply · stochastic flow lines · gradient

search · simulated annealing

JEL classification: C44, C45, M11

1 Introduction

Flow lines are often used in the mass production of physical goods. In these lines, the processing

times at different subsequent production stages, as seen by the workpieces, can vary randomly due

to the random nature of the respective production processes, machine failures or other operational
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faults. To prevent such a disturbance in the flow of workpieces from propagating through the flow

line and causing immediate blockage of upstream machines or starvation of downstream machines,

subsequent production stages are often partially decoupled via buffers of limited capacity. This

decoupling leads to the question of where to allocate buffer spaces to maximize the throughput of

the line. Due to the complex interactions of blocking and starving in flow lines, the answer to this

question depends on the entirety of the parameters describing the line. In practice, time-consuming

discrete-event simulation models are often used to quantify the throughput of a particular flow line

configuration in the design phase before often irreversible investment decisions in machines and

buffers are made.

In this paper, we consider flow lines as they are often used for assembly operations of physical

goods. It is common during different assembly operations for some kind of material parts to be

assembled onto the main workpieces as they move downstream along the flow line. A certain num-

ber of these material parts is typically stored next to the respective machine or work station. This

local material storage is periodically refilled by a train of cars circulating between central storage

for those types of material parts, the so-called “supermarket”, and the different work stations of

the flow line. In such a system, an additional design question arises of how long the replenishment

cycle should be and up to which level should the respective local storage of material parts be re-

filled upon the arrival of this train of cars. Due to the similarity with (former) daily deliveries of

fresh milk to individual customer households, this system of material delivery is frequently called

a “milkrun” in practice.

To create efficient production systems, it is essential to optimize both the flow line (in terms of

buffer allocation) and the material component supply (in terms of the common milkrun replenish-

ment cycle and the machine specific order-up-to levels) since material shortages impede the flow of

workpieces through the flow line. However, quantifying the effect of such management decisions on

the throughput of the line is methodologically challenging, in particular if results are required that

are both accurate and can be obtained quickly within a systematic optimization process. This is par-

ticularly true for flow lines with a milkrun supply of material. Since analytical solution approaches

are typically not suitable for modeling the complexity of these systems for realistic problem sizes,

we propose Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) for the evaluation of stochastic flow lines with lim-

ited material supply. The main idea is to train such an RNN in advance of the optimization process

based on a large data set of simulated flow line configurations. Thereby, the RNN allows for the per-

formance evaluation of a flexible size of stages in the production system. During the optimization

process, the RNN is then used as a both fast and accurate evaluation component for the numerous

candidate configurations that are considered. The conceptual advantage of this approach is that it

uses the flexibility of a discrete-event simulation of a manufacturing system and then delivers the

computational speed of an analytic, closed-form solution for the throughput of the flow line as a

function of its features, which are in turn subject to management decisions. This approach enables
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fast and systematic system optimization, which is typically not possible if a discrete-event simula-

tion is used as the evaluation method within the optimization process. Consequently, a trained RNN

can act as a building block for an efficient decision support system. However, setting up, training, and

then using an RNN in the context of flow line analysis and optimization is not straight-forward.

The main contributions of this paper are therefore as follows:

– We show how to set up an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to predict the throughput of a

stochastic milkrun-supplied flow line. The special features of the selected RNN enable us to

analyze, at least in principle, lines of arbitrary length.

– We demonstrate how the RNNs can be trained efficiently by creating training data in a systematic

manner.

– We present numerical results that indicate the high precision of the throughput forecasts stem-

ming from the RNN.

– We introduce three optimization approaches that combine our RNN with local and gradient

search strategies and provide managerial insights into the optimal design of milkrun-supplied

flow lines.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present a formal descrip-

tion of the production system and the resulting optimization problem and discuss the relevant

literature. Section 3 provides a brief introduction to the architecture, operation, and training of

the RNN, which quantifies the throughput function of the milkrun-supplied flow line. Numerical

results related to the accuracy of the RNN are presented in Section 4. We introduce three optimiza-

tion approaches and numerical results on their performance and the structure of the optimized flow

line designs in Section 5. In Section 6, we draw our conclusions and present directions for further

research.

2 Modeling and Optimization of Milkrun-Supplied Flow Lines

2.1 System Characteristics

We consider a basic model of a flow line with random processing times, finite buffer capacities

between the machines, and limited material supply, as depicted in Figure 1, for the case of a line

with four machines M1 to M4 and three buffers B1 to B3. The key performance indicator of interest is

the long-term throughput of the line in terms of work pieces per unit of time. To be able to analyze

the system in isolation, we assume that in front of the first machine, there is an unlimited supply

of raw work pieces. Likewise, we assume that downstream of the last machine, there is unlimited

storage for completely processed work pieces. The first machine is, hence, never starved, and the

last is never blocked.
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Fig. 1: Exemplary flow line with milkrun material part supply.

For simplicity with respect to the exposition but without loss of generality pertaining to the

methodology proposed in this paper, we assume that the processing times at the different machines i

follow exponential distributions with rates µi. If a work piece has been processed by a machine and

finds the downstream buffer full, it remains on that machine, which is then temporarily blocked,

i.e., we assume blocking after service. Each processing task on a work piece consumes a unit of

material parts that are stored next to the machines, e.g., because this unit is assembled onto the

work piece. The local storage for material parts next to machine i is refilled to the machine-specific

order-up-to level Si, in constant and identical replenishment intervals of length r via a milkrun

system. If a material part is not available in the line-side storage area, the work piece has to wait

in the upstream buffer for the next material replenishment before its operation can start. The

transportation times of the transport vehicle between machines are short relative to the length r of

the replenishment cycle and are hence assumed to be zero.

Buffers of size Ci between machines i and i+1 dampen the propagation of blocking and starving

in the line due to the random processing times. In addition to blocking and starving effects, material

part shortages can impede the flow of work pieces through the flow line.

Due to the mutual interdependence between the flow line and material supply, integrated ap-

proaches are required to evaluate and optimize the performance of stochastic flow lines with limited

material supply. In this way, a tailored material supply for the respective flow line configuration can

be ensured.

Table 1: Parameter values for the unbalanced four-machine line example

Parameter Values

Processing rates µ1, ...,µ4 [TU−1] 1.1, 0.9, 0.85, 0.95
Buffer sizes C1, ...,C3 all 2
Length r of the replenishment interval [TU] 60
Order-up-to levels S1, ...,S4 45, 54, 48, 51

The complex interactions in such a system can be demonstrated for the example in Figure 1

with the parameter values in Table 1. The slowest machine in this flow line, machine M3, can,
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on average, process 0.85 work pieces per time unit (TU), which constitutes the upper limit on

the throughput of the line. However, the material supply at the first machine cannot exceed 45

material parts every 60 TU. This leads to a tighter upper bound on the throughput of 0.75 work

pieces per time unit. However, the actual throughput of this line, as determined via a simulation, is

0.6426 / TU due to frequent blocking and starving because of the relatively small buffers and the

relatively high variability of the exponentially distributed processing times.
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(a) Variation in buffer size C2
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(b) Variation in order-up-to level S3

Fig. 2: Effect of an isolated parameter variation relative to a modified base case with buffer sizes Ci = 20 and
order-up-to levels Si = 90 for all machines i (discrete-event simulation results).

For the processing rates µi and the length r of the replenishment interval in Table 1, both the

buffer sizes Ci and the order-up-to levels Si are insufficient to reach a throughput close to the

processing rate µ3 = 0.85 TU −1 of the slowest machine M3. In Figures 2(a) and 2(b), we therefore

consider a new base case of a less “lean” line with buffers of size 20 and order-up-to levels of 90.

The graphs show the effect of an isolated variation in the size C2 of the second buffer (all other

buffer sizes still being 20) or the order-up-to level S3 at the third machine (all other order-up-to

levels still being 90) on the throughput of the line. The graphs indicate that both C2 and S3 can be

too small and hence limit the throughput of the line. They can also be too large and not have a

further positive impact on the throughput of the line.

2.2 Estimating the throughput via an artificial neural network

The throughput functions in Figures 2(a) and 2(b) hold only for the given values of processing

rates µi, buffer sizes Ci, length r of the replenishment cycle and order-up-to levels Si. A series of

time-consuming and highly precise discrete-event simulation runs were necessary to determine

the shape of those figures, which renders a direct, simulation-based optimization impractical. This

paper therefore proposes to use a neural network, i.e., a machine learning approach, to “learn” the
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(true but unknown) throughput function

T H = T H(µ1, ...,µI,C1, ...,CI−1,S1, ...,SI,r) (1)

for a high-dimensional parameter space via an RNN such that systematic flow line optimization

becomes feasible using a previously trained neural network (instead of a simulation) as the evalu-

ation component. Simulation results can be used to generate the data required to train the neural

network. A suitably trained RNN hence results in a throughput estimate

ˆT H = ˆT H(µ1, ...,µI,C1, ...,CI−1,S1, ...,SI,r). (2)

For a given parameter constellation j of a flow line with parameters µ1, j, ...,µI, j,C1, j, ...,CI−1, j,

S1, j, ...,SI, j,r j, our discrete-event simulation model provides an arbitrary exact value T H j for the

throughput of the line. For the same parameter constellation, our RNN provides a throughput esti-

mate ˆT H j, thus leading to an estimation error

e j = T H j − ˆT H j. (3)

The training of the RNN then aims to minimize those errors via a loss function, in our case, the

mean squared error

MSE =
∑

J
j=1 e2

j

J
=

∑
J
j=1(T H j − ˆT H j)

2

J
(4)

by tuning the coefficients of the regression computation inside of the artificial neural network. The

advantage of using a well-trained artificial neural network to obtain an estimate, in our case ˆT H,

is that the computations to determine ˆT H j via the neural network are several orders of magnitude

faster than a discrete-event simulation. This speed advantage makes systematic optimization, which

would simply take too long if a discrete-event simulation were used to evaluate each tentatively

considered flow line configuration, possible. However, to properly train such an artificial network,

a sufficiently large number of observations is necessary prior to the optimization process, in which

the network is then used as an evaluation component.

2.3 Optimization Problem

In the process of designing a flow line of this type, the optimization problem can be described as

finding a combination of buffer sizes Ci, order-up-to levels Si and length r of the milkrun replenish-

ment cycle for given processing rates µi such that an exogenously given target throughput T Hmin

is achieved in the long run. This problem requires capital investment in buffers and local material

part storage. Furthermore, we assume a cost (over the lifetime T of the system) that is proportional

to the frequency with which the milkrun vehicles resupply the machines on the line.
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Given the unit investment of buffers kB
i for work pieces, kM

i for material storage, and unit cost kR

per delivery, we can state the problem to determine buffer capacities C = (C1,C2, . . . ,CI−1), order-

up-to levels S = (S1,S2, . . . ,SI) and the frequency 1/r of the common replenishment cycle of length r

that minimize the required investment as follows:

Minimize f (C,S, 1/r) =
I−1

∑
i=1

kB
i ·Ci +

I

∑
i=1

kM
i ·Si + kR · T

r
(5)

s.t.

T H(µ1, ...,µi,C1, ...,CI−1,S1, ...,SI,r)≥ T Hmin (6)

Ci ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., I −1 (7)

Si ≥ 1, i = 1, ..., I (8)

r > 0 (9)

The decision variables of this problem are the buffer sizes Ci, the order-up-to levels Si, and the

length r of the replenishment interval. In the objective function (5), we aim to minimize the one-

time investment in buffer space and material part storage plus the total (nondiscounted) cost of

the replenishment operations over the lifetime T of the flow line.

Both the objective function and the main constraint (6) are nonlinear in the decision variables.

Closed-form expressions of the throughput function (1) are not known in general. To facilitate a

systematic flow line optimization, we propose to use deep learning methods to “learn” this through-

put function T H(µ1, ...,µi,C1, ...,CI−1,S1, ...,SI,r) and then use gradient and local search methods to

optimize the problem (5) - (9) in an integrated approach.

2.4 Literature Review

The modeling and optimization of stochastic flow lines with limited material supply via deep learn-

ing methods is related to three different literature streams. However, the connections between

those streams are only partially developed.

Evaluation and optimization approaches for flow lines with random processing times and finite

buffer capacities are discussed in a large number of publications. Surveys on the performance

analysis of flow lines are provided by Dallery and Gershwin (1992), Papadopoulos and Heavey

(1996), Li and Meerkov (2009) and in monographs by Buzacott and Shantikumar (1993), Gershwin

(1994), Altiok (1997) and Papadopoulos et al. (2009). Markovian models, which are used for the

exact analysis of small systems as e.g. two-machine lines, are presented by Dallery and Gershwin

(1992), Li et al. (2006) and Papadopoulos et al. (2019).

Aggregation approaches and decomposition techniques are applied for an approximate analysis

of long and complex flow lines. The initial decomposition approaches by Gershwin (1987), Dallery
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et al. (1988) and Buzacott and Shantikumar (1993) and the aggregation approach by Li et al.

(2009) were extended for a variety of system configurations. However, there are no closed-form

solutions for stochastic milkrun-supplied flow lines that can be used for the analysis of longer

systems with decomposition.

The optimization of stochastic flow lines often addresses the buffer spaces between the pro-

duction stages. A classification of the literature on buffer optimization approaches can be found in

Demir et al. (2014) and Weiss et al. (2019). Examples of solution approaches are presented, e.g., by

Gershwin and Schor (2000), Spinellis et al. (2000), Shi (2012) and Weiss and Stolletz (2015). To

optimize milkrun-supplied flow lines, we aim to achieve simultaneous optimization of the number

of buffers and the material supply configuration described by the material order-up-to levels and

the milkrun replenishment cycle.

A large number of publications refer to the supply of material parts focussing on storage of parts,

transport of parts and the part feeding policy. Though, only a restricted number of publications

refers to integrated models for stochastic flow lines with limited material supply. Mindlina and

Tempelmeier (2021) present approximative (mixed-integer) linear programming approaches for

the evaluation and optimization of stochastic milkrun-supplied flow lines. Since these approaches

face limitations in terms of problem size, we propose an evaluation approach based on a Recurrent

Neural Network (RNN). Further publications with integrated approaches for stochastic milkrun-

supplied flow lines imply other problem formulations. Yan et al. (2010) propose an approach to

allocate a limited number of material transport vehicles to line-side buffers with the aim of pre-

venting material shortages. Chang et al. (2013) develop a performance evaluation approach based

on a max-plus linear system for flow lines with limited material supply and random machine fail-

ures. Ciemnoczolowski and Bozer (2013) present a closed-form model to approximate the material

starving probability of work stations in a milkrun-supplied flow line. Further, Weiss et al. (2017)

present a sample-based optimization approach to solve the buffer allocation problem of a stochastic

flow line with limited material supply only at the first station.

The third literature stream refers to neural networks. We focus on publications that consider

the application of neural networks to the evaluation and optimization of stochastic flow lines. In

contrast to these publications, we apply an RNN for the high-dimensional parameter space of the

underlying throughput function to enable optimization of the entire production system. To the best

of our knowledge, there are no specific applications of RNNs to stochastic flow lines in the litera-

ture. A large number of publications incorporating RNNs can be found in papers on time series and

demand prediction. However, we do not include these papers in our review to keep the focus on

production systems. The foundational literature on RNNs is presented in Section 3. Altiparmak et al.

(2002) apply an ANN together with simulated annealing to optimize the buffer sizes in a closed

asynchronous assembly system. Tsadiras et al. (2013) develop a decision support system based on

an ANN for the evaluation and a myopic algorithm for the optimization of the buffer allocation
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of reliable stochastic production lines. Jang et al. (2003) propose an ANN for the identification

of variation patterns and the reduction of variability in an automotive assembly process. Li et al.

(2016) apply a combination of grey model and ANN to predict the throughput of a multi-product

production line with parallel machines and rework loops. Tan and Khayyati (2021) propose a ma-

chine learning framework for the implementation of data-driven control policies. A survey of recent

deep learning algorithms, especially those with applications to smart manufacturing, is provided in

Wang et al. (2018) and Arinez et al. (2020).

Consequently, the contribution of our article is the connection of the three literature streams in

terms of applying an RNN to evaluate a complex stochastic system that cannot be modeled ana-

lytically since it implies mutual interdependence between the flow line and the milkrun material

supply. Further, we use the approach for a holistic optimization of the system parameters with

gradient and local search techniques.

3 Performance Evaluation Using Recurrent Neural Networks

3.1 Configuration of the RNN for Predicting the Throughput

The goal of a neural network is to learn an underlying function from given data. Therefore, the

network needs a dataset containing features as inputs and a label for each data point, which will

be returned as the output. The algorithm learns to predict the labels of the data points. In our

case, a data point describes a complete flow line configuration, and the label is the corresponding

throughput of this line, as determined via the discrete-event simulation.

In general, ANNs consist of so-called neurons that receive, process, and transmit information.

In a simple feedforward neural network, the neurons are arranged in layers and are connected by

directed and weighted links to all neurons of the subsequent layer. Due to the fixed structure of

ANNs it is only possible to apply them to flow lines with a fixed length. In RNNs (Rumelhart et al.,

1986), there are additional feedback loops to neurons of the same layer. Such networks can be

used to process sets of sequential data of variable size. In our approach, we have a sequence of

production stages with different parameters per stage. Hence, it is possible to process flow lines

with different legths. The training data set consists of one matrix per flow line with the following

structure:

X =


X1

X2
...

XI

=


r µ1 S1 C1

r µ2 S2 C2
...

...
...

...

r µI SI

 (10)

This matrix comprises one vector per machine. The input vector for each machine consists of the
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Fig. 3: An RNN (left) and its unfolded architecture (right) (cf. Géron, 2019, p. 507).

milkrun cycle length r, the processing rate µi, the order-up-to level Si and the buffer size Ci, where

the buffer size of the last machine is skipped because there is no buffer restriction behind the last

machine (see equation (10)). The performance of the RNN improves if a large value, instead of no

value, is selected for the last buffer. In this case, we choose a buffer size of 100. The input of r for

each machine is redundant for milkrun supply, but we need this value to obtain a unified structure

of the inputs for all machines. In our case, the output of the RNN is one value for the prediction of

the throughput. The training data set consists of approximately 3 million matrices with 4 or 6 rows

and a vector with one entry for the corresponding throughput for each of the 3 million flow lines.

The most effective sequence models are gated RNNs. In our study, we use Gated Recurrent

Units (GRUs) (Cho et al., 2014). A deep RNN consists of several layers with GRU cells. Figure 3

shows such a four-layer RNN for predicting the throughput on the left side. The information is

passed through subsequent layers (from bottom to top), and the neurons also receive information

from themselves from the previous step. On the right side of Figure 3, the RNN is unfolded. RNNs

can unroll depending on the length of the given input vector of the explicit data point. Hence,

they do not need fixed input lengths but can operate on vectors of different sizes. There is no

restriction on the input length during training or when using the trained RNN for prediction, as

long as it has the same structure for each element. In the input layer, the RNN can process the

4×1 parameter vector of a single machine and unrolls along with the length of the flow line, i.e.,

the number of rows in the input matrix. In Figure 3, the information of one column is forwarded

to the corresponding cells in the subsequent column. Additionally, external new information about

the subsequent production stage is given to the network in the first layer of each column. The last

layer provides the output of the throughput prediction.
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To train a neural network on a given task, the weights between the neurons are adjusted ac-

cording to the gradients of the loss function (4) to achieve a high prediction accuracy and, hence,

to “learn”. An efficient way to compute the gradients is backpropagation (Rumelhart et al., 1986).

Based on a random search, we configure the RNN with 4 layers each with 100 neurons. Within

the learning process, we use a batch size of 500 and a learning rate of 0.001. Furthermore, we

apply the Mean Squared Error (MSE) as a loss function and the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba,

2015). During training, we use 90 % of the data to adjust the network and 10 % to validate the

performance. For all other configurations, we use the default settings of Keras (Chollet et al, 2015;

Abadi et al., 2015).

3.2 Generating Training Data with Orthogonal Latin Hypercube Sampling (OLHS)

The training of machine learning algorithms requires a large amount of data to learn the function

relating the labels to the data point values, in our case, the throughput function. The training data

set should cover the whole space of possible flow line specifications. Without an adequate training

data set, the algorithm cannot learn the relationship. Hence, data generation is an important aspect.

The data should be equally distributed within the parameter space. In previous studies, we observed

that simple random sampling is insufficient for generating training data for the systems studied in

this work. To cover the entire space to a sufficient degree would require an enormous amount

of data, which is not practicable. Thus, we use Orthogonal Latin Hypercube Sampling (OLHS) to

generate training data that systematically cover the entire space.

OLHS aims to achieve a roughly equal distribution of data points across the entire parameter

space. Due to orthogonal arrays, the number of required data points increases as the number of

dimensions within the parameter space increases. Each further stage of the flow line leads to three

additional parameters µi,Si, and Ci and, hence, three additional dimensions of the hypercube. As a

result, the number of required data points to achieve an overall balanced data set (i.e., simulated

flow line configurations with corresponding throughput labels) increases exponentially with the

length of the flow line.

For this study, we created two separate data sets with OLHS and later merge them. The first

consists of flow lines with four machines, and the second consists of flow lines with six machines.

A flow line consisting of four machines has a total of 3 ·4 = 12 parameters. In our data generation

process, all parameters are uniformly distributed within the given ranges. Therefore, we divide

each dimension into two subsets and create hypercubes with all combinations of subsets. This

process results in 23·4 = 4,096 hypercubes. For the training process, we need a large amount of

data. Hence, we decided to create at least 1 million data points, each representing one randomly

created flow line with its corresponding throughput, as determined via simulation. In total, the

number of training data points is the smallest multiple of the number of hypercubes that is larger
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Table 2: Parameter ranges for flow line configurations.

Parameter LB UB

Processing rate µi 0.8 1.2
Buffer size Ci 0 80
Milkrun cycle length r 30 120
Order-up-to level Si 15 180
Material ratio Si

r 0.5 1.5

than or equal to one million, which results in a data set with 1,003,520 data points. Hence, there

are 1,003,520
4,096 = 245 samples in each hypercube.

We repeat this process for the second data set with flow lines consisting of six machines. These

lines have a total of 3 ·6 = 18 parameters. Again, we divide each dimension into two subsets which

results in 262,144 hypercubes. Due to the number of parameter dimensions and hypercubes, we

duplicated the required number of data points to two million flow lines. Hence, this data set consists

of 2,097,152 samples, with 8 data points located in each hypercube. Afterward, we merge the two

data sets to obtain one training data set that consists of 3,100,672 flow lines. Due to the large

number of hypercubes, including longer flow lines in the training data set was not practicable.

Nevertheless, with a data set consisting of two lengths of flow lines of four or six machines, we can

achieve a promising accuracy with a trained recurrent neural network, even for longer lines, as our

numerical results will demonstrate.

Table 2 shows the parameter ranges of the training data set with the lower bound (LB) and

the upper bound (UB). The order-up-to level Si is calculated according to the material ratio and

is dependent on the milkrun cycle length r. In this way, we ensure that the machines receive a

moderate supply of material. The label for each data point, i.e., the throughput of the flow line,

is computed with a discrete-event simulation model coded in the C programming language. Since

there is no analytical model for the evaluation of the considered systems, we need a simulation

model for generating training data. Figure 4 shows the distribution of the simulated throughput,

i.e., the labels corresponding to the different data points (flow line configurations), within the

training data set. Due to the random selection and combination of parameters of the flow lines

within the training data set, the throughput is limited by at least one parameter in most of the

cases. Therefore, 50% of the flow lines have a throughput of 0.55− 0.72 products per time unit,

with a mean of 0.64 products per time unit. Since the underlying training data are essential for

the performance of the trained RNN, we assume that the prediction will perform well in areas

with a high number of data points and poor for lower or higher throughputs. Specifically, accurate

prediction of throughputs below the minimum of 0.46 and above the maximum of 1.13 is probably

not possible.
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Fig. 4: Distribution of the throughput within the training data set.

4 Numerical Study on the Accuracy of an RNN

After training the RNN for 50 epochs with about 3 million data points consisting of flow lines with

4 and 6 machines, we obtain an MSE on the training data set of 3.2177 ·10−6 and on the validation

data set of 1.5894 ·10−6. The training required approximately 5 hours on an average office computer

(Intel Core i7-4790, 4 cores, 3.60 GHz, 32 GB memory).
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Fig. 5: Training and validation loss.

Figure 5 illustrates the training and validation loss. Since the two error measures do not differ

significantly from each other, especially in the later epochs, the model does not overfit the training

data. Further training of the model might reduce both losses, but the last epochs suggest that the

improvement is only marginal while the computation costs are high. Additionally, a validation loss

of 1.5894 ·10−6 suggests good performance on new data points.
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To analyze the performance, we apply the trained RNN to new data points that are not included

in the training data set and compare the prediction with the simulated throughput. In Figure 6,

we apply the trained RNN to the example flow line in Table 1 with buffer sizes Ci = 20 and order-

up-to levels Si = 90 and compare it with the simulation. Figure 6(a) shows the variation in buffer

size C2, while Figure 6(b) illustrates the variation in order-up-to level S3. In both cases there is

no observable difference between the curves of the throughput predicted with the RNN and the

simulated throughput. The RNN can predict the throughput of new 4 machine lines with parameter

configurations that lie within the training data set very accurately. We achieve comparable results

for flow lines with 6 machines. Hence, the RNN can interpolate, and the prediction accuracy is

high.
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Fig. 6: Throughput of the example flow line from Table 1 with variation in buffer size C2 and order-up-to
level S3 predicted via RNN and simulation.

The advantage of using RNNs is their ability to accept inputs of different lengths. Thus, we are

not limited to flow lines with 4 and 6 machines. We also apply the trained network to longer and

shorter flow lines to gain insights into the extrapolation capabilities of the RNN. Table 3 shows the

time in seconds for the prediction of 1000 randomly generated flow lines with varying lengths and

parameters within the ranges of Table 2, as well as the achieved MSE and Mean Absolute Percentage

Error (MAPE) compared to the simulation of these lines. For the unbalanced lines, all parameters

are drawn independently and randomly. In the case of balanced lines, we draw only one value for

all processing rates, all buffer sizes and all order-up-to levels, respectively. For all different lengths

of flow lines, an MSE below 0.09 can be achieved. For unbalanced flow lines with 4 to 30 machines,

the MSE is comparable with the final validation loss of the training process after 50 epochs, and

the MAPE is below 1 %. (Note, that the training objective was to minimize the MSE: the MAPE

was not considered during the training process.) The main advantage of using neural networks for

the prediction of the throughput is the dramatic reduction in computation time compared to the
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Table 3: Prediction time and MSE and MAPE of the RNN for randomly generated flow lines with different
lengths (1000 instances each).

# Machines Simulation RNN Unbalanced flow lines Balanced flow lines
Time [s] Time [s] MSE MAPE MSE MAPE

2 301.15 0.2122 0.088 5.3910 % 0.0119 5.7399 %
3 423.23 0.1477 0.0010 1.7703 % 0.016 2.0169 %
4 634.73 0.1710 2.2226 ·10−4 0.7161 % 8.7053 ·10−5 0.3409 %
5 771.38 0.2425 1.6887 ·10−4 0.7421 % 6.9013 ·10−5 0.4500 %
6 882.94 0.2224 1.4065 ·10−4 0.7951 % 9.2827 ·10−5 0.6426 %
8 1115.83 0.2514 1.1924 ·10−4 0.8906 % 2.1758 ·10−4 0.9303 %

10 1375.55 0.3359 9.3228 ·10−5 0.8839 % 3.7181 ·10−4 1.2920 %
15 2109.66 0.4148 1.5562 ·10−4 1.0894 % 6.7834 ·10−4 1.9669 %
20 2790.19 0.5806 2.8456 ·10−4 1.2364 % 0.0011 2.6318 %
25 3367.38 0.6645 2.8456 ·10−4 1.5250 % 0.0016 3.2280 %
30 4868.46 0.8244 4.1210 ·10−4 1.6600 % 0.0021 3.6387 %

simulation of such systems. In all cases, the throughput prediction for 1000 flow lines takes less

than 1 second and does not grow substantially as the length of the flow lines increases, while the

simulation time of longer flow lines increases substantially. The MSE and MAPE values in Table 3

lead to the conclusion that the prediction accuracy can be very high, even for flow lines with more

than 4 or 6 machines for which the RNN was initially trained. The prediction accuracy decreases

for short lines with only two or three machines (cases that had not been included in the training

data). For balanced lines, the prediction accuracy decreases with increasing length of the flow line.

Hence, the small prediction error for long unbalanced lines may be due to the existence of a clear

bottleneck in the system. These systems are easier to predict because only a few parameters, instead

of an interplay among all parameters, influence the total throughput.

If we apply the network to concrete examples of flow lines of different lengths, we obtain the

results of Figure 7. The default configuration of these lines is r = 60, µi = 1, Ci = 20 and Si = 90 for

all machines i. As the number of machines within the flow line increases, the prediction accuracy

decreases. While the evaluation of flow lines with 10 machines in Figure 7(a) is very accurate,

the curve for the prediction of a 30 machine line with the RNN in Figure 7(d) differs moderately

from the simulation. The network systematically underestimates the true throughput obtained by

the simulation. In all four figures, the two curves for the simulation and the RNN converge at a

throughput of approximately 0.70 products per time unit, which is near the mean throughput in

the training data set. This observation supports the assumption that prediction accuracy is high

in ranges with many training data points. In these ranges, extrapolation to longer flow lines is

possible. Outside of these ranges, the ability to extrapolate decreases as the number of machines

increases. Additionally, the RNN is trained with unbalanced flow lines, where the throughput is

determined mainly by the bottleneck of the flow line. The unbalanced flow lines in Table 3 have

the same property. In contrast, the flow line in Figure 7(d) is balanced. For balanced systems, the

prediction of the throughput is more complex because all machines and buffers have the same
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Fig. 7: Throughput of flow lines with different lengths with variation in all order-up-to levels predicted via
RNN and simulation.

influence, while in unbalanced systems the throughput is determined mainly by one parameter of

the bottleneck machine.

Figure 8(a) shows the the percentage error of the prediction with the RNN of 1000 randomly

generated, unbalanced flow lines with 10 machines as a function of the simulated throughput of

the line. Most of the flow lines have a throughput between 0.6 and 0.84, with a mean of 0.72

products per time unit. Even though the training objective of the RNN was to minimize the MSE,

the percentage error is below 2 % for almost all flow lines. The percentage error increases with

increasing throughput. For flow lines with lower throughput, the prediction accuracy decreases

substantially. Figure 8(b) shows the same analysis for 1000 randomly generated, unbalanced flow

lines with 30 machines. We observe a significant increase in the percentage error compared to those

for 10 machine lines. However, the relative error is still below 2.5% in most cases and below 5% in

almost all cases.
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(a) 10 machine lines.
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(b) 30 machine lines.

Fig. 8: Percentage error in the throughput prediction of 1000 randomly generated, unbalanced flow lines
with 10 and 30 machines.

5 Simultaneous Optimization of Buffer Allocation and Material Supply

5.1 Optimization Approaches

To solve the optimization problem as described in Section 2.3, we propose two different approaches

that both utilize the RNN to evaluate a given flow line configuration:

– Gradient Search (GS)

– Simulated Annealing (SA)

Both methods are frequently and efficiently used for solving the BAP (see e.g Helber (2001) and

Spinellis et al. (2000)). It is possible to use a GS approach because the RNN is an approximation

of a high-dimensional continuous function, and we can hence easily determine numerical approx-

imations of the gradients of the throughput function and use this information for the optimization

process. Unlike a discrete-event simulation, the RNN can evaluate even non-integer values for the

buffer sizes and order-up-to levels, which facilitates the numerical approximation of those gradi-

ents.

The idea behind the Gradient Search algorithm (see Algorithm 1) is to start with a solution

which is feasible in terms of the required throughput as it has large buffer sizes C, high order-up-to

levels S and a high milkrun frequency 1
r . We then iterate between two phases of gradient-based

moves in which we simultaneously modify buffer sizes, order-up-to levels and milkrun frequencies.

In the Phase-I move, we have a current solution with a throughput estimate (determined via

the RNN) which exceeds the required throughput T Hmin. During the Phase I, we use as the move

direction the gradient

∇ f (C,S,
1
r
) = (kB

1 ,k
B
2 , . . . ,k

B
I−1,k

M
1 ,kM

2 , . . . ,kM
I ,kT ·T ) (11)
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of the objective function (5) multiplied by (-1). Moving against the direction of this gradient

∇ f (C,S, 1
r ), we reduce the investment sum until we just meet the desired minimum throughput

T Hmin of the system. This can easily be organized as a bisection search. After the Phase-I move, we

have found a solution which is less costly than our initial solution and just meets the throughput

requirement.

In the subsequent Phase-II move, we try to re-allocate the investment sum for the Phase-I so-

lution in such a way that we get a system configuration which requires the same investment, but

yields a higher throughput. To this end, we aim at redistributing the investment in buffers, order-up-

to levels and the delivery frequency. In other words, we want to make sure that the current invest-

ment budget is held constant while the throughput of the system should increase again. To achieve

this, we first determine a numerical approximation of the gradient ∇T H(C,S, 1
r ) of the throughput

function. However, if we now took this gradient as a move direction, we would not only increase

the throughput, but also the required investment. In order to make sure that the net effect of the

change of the system configuration on the required budget is zero, we have to project this gradient

∇T H(C,S, 1
r ) of the throughput function on the constraint that the net change of the objective func-

tion (5) is zero. This can be done using Rosen’s gradient projection method (Rosen (1960); Rosen

(1961)). To obtain the projected gradient which locally increases the throughput while keeping the

required investment constant, we apply formula (12), where N = (kB
1 , ...,k

B
I−1,k

M
1 , ...,kM

I ,kR ·T )T is a

vector of the cost coefficients and ∇T H(C,S, 1/r) the numerical approximation of the gradient of the

throughput function stemming from the RNN.

s =−
[
I −N(NT N)−1] ·∇T H(C,S, 1/r) (12)

With the information of the projected gradients s and starting solution y = (C,S, 1/r), i.e, a system

configuration, we can determine solution y2. All solutions between solution y and y2 in the direction

of s have the same cost but differ with respect to the throughput. We can apply the golden section

search (Kiefer, 1953) to try to increase the throughput while spending the same budget.

Within GS, we therefore perform an iterative combination of a bisection search (to reduce the

investment budget while retaining feasibility) and a golden section search (to increase the through-

put while retaining the investment budget). In all steps, we simultaneously update all variables Ci,

Si and 1/r. The procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1. We know that the throughput is a concave

function in buffer sizes C, order-up-to levels S and the (milkrun) delivery frequency 1/r. If buffer

sizes and order-up-to levels could in reality be real-valued and if the RNN represented a perfectly

accurate representation of the throughput function, this procedure would always find the globally

optimal solution to any required degree of accuracy. However, our RNN is only giving us an approx-

imation ˆT H of the throughput. This approximation is not entirely accurate and in particular, not

perfectly concave. We stop the Golden Section Search in the Phase-II moves if we cannot find an
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improving solution. The resulting solution usually contains non-integer buffer sizes and order-up-to

levels. By rounding up all those fractional values, we can achieve feasibility. For instances in which

we want to have rather small buffer sizes, this can be a quite crude approach, but for those with

larger buffer sizes, it should work well. This will be confirmed in our numerical results.

Algorithm 1: Gradient Search

Choose initial feasible starting solution (C,S, 1
r )

BetterSolutionFound = True
while BetterSolutionFound do

BetterSolutionFound = False
Perform Bisection Search to reduce the required investment
if Bisection Search found less costly feasible solution then

BetterSolutionFound = True
end if
Perform Golden Section Search to increase the throughput for the current investment

end while
Round up buffer sizes and order-up-to levels (C,S)
return (C,S, 1

r ) and the required investment

As a second approach, we use SA to simultaneously optimize the buffer allocation and material

supply. We apply the following simple neighborhood operators to generate a new solution nearby

a given solution:

1. Remove one buffer at a random machine.

2. Remove one material unit at a random machine.

3. Remove one material unit at a random machine and add one buffer space at the buffer in front

of this machine.

4. Remove a random amount of buffer units from a random buffer and add the amount to another

randomly selected buffer.

5. Add a random number to the milkrun cycle length and add the same number multiplied with

the corresponding processing rate µi (rounded) to the material levels of all machines i.

6. Subtract a random number from the milkrun cycle length and remove the same number mul-

tiplied with the corresponding processing rate µi (rounded) from the material levels of all ma-

chines i.

In each iteration, we select one operator randomly and evaluate the new solution with the

RNN. Within SA, we accept worse solutions with a given probability and depending on the solution

quality to escape local optima. Analogous to the cooling process of metal, this probability reduces

in each iteration. We use a logarithmic cooling schedule and the Metropolis acceptance criterion

(Metropolis et al., 1953). We terminate the SA when a given time limit is reached.

To compare our results, we use the commercial black-box optimization software LocalSolver1.

LocalSolver is a hybrid global optimization solver that is said to take advantage of both exact and
1 https://www.localsolver.com

https://www.localsolver.com
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heuristic techniques. It can operate with external functions and hence embed exactly the same RNN

as a performance evaluation tool that is being used in our optimization methods to evaluate any

given system configuration. When the model formulation does not allow the computation of lower

bounds (for a minimization problem), LocalSolver is not able to prove the optimality of a solution.

In those cases, a time or iteration limit is required as a termination criterion to ensure a finite

runtime. To compare the results from all three algorithms, we allow LocalSolver to use only one

thread and the same time limit as the SA algorithm.

5.2 Effect of parameter variation on optimization outcomes

We now use the three optimization approaches to optimize the configuration of a balanced flow

line with I = 6 machines and 5 buffers. The machines i ∈ {1, . . . , I} share a common processing rate

of µi = 1 and order-up-to level and buffer cost coefficients of kM
i = kB

i = 10 monetary units (MU).

We set the cost per delivery kR = 1.1 MU and the system lifetime T = 100,000. We compute all

optimization results on a Core i7-10610 machine with a 1.80 GHz processor and 16 GB of memory.

The GS and SA algorithm were implemented in Python, compatible with the RNN implementation

in Keras, the Python deep learning API. In the starting solution, we set all buffers to 40, all order-

up-to levels as well as the milkrun cycle length to 90. The initial solution has a throughput of 0.9379

with costs of 8622.23 MU. The minimum throughput required is 80% of the slowest machine. In this

case T Hmin = 0.8. Hence, the starting solution of the optimization approach is feasible. We use all

three algorithms with three different time limits of 1, 10, and 100 seconds. Table 4 shows the total

costs of the best-found configurations. Please note, that we cannot set a time limit within GS since

the search procedure ends when the algorithm converges. For this configuration, the algorithm took

about 0.38 seconds to find the best solution it can find.

Table 4: Costs of best solution found for initial configuration.

Time Limit GS SA LS

1 s 5126.43 MU 5090.99 MU 5151.84 MU
10 s 5126.43 MU 5068.73 MU 5147.40 MU
100 s 5126.43 MU 5067.29 MU 5147.40 MU

Table 4 shows that all procedures can find very good solutions within a short time. SA finds the

overall best solution after 100 seconds. This configuration includes buffers of size 7, 8, 8, 8 and 6

units and order-up-to levels of 40 units at all machines with a milkrun cycle length of 47.88 TU.

The corresponding throughput predicted with the RNN is 0.80001. To check the feasibility of this

solution, we simulate the configuration and get a throughput of 0.8031. Thus, the solution is very

close to the boundary throughput but is still feasible. We can observe an inverted bowl shape in the

buffer sizes, while the material is supplied to all machines uniformly. Since the material ratio Si
r is
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Table 5: Deviation of the best found solution and the simulated throughput with increasing required
throughput T Hmin for a time limit of 10 seconds.

GS SA LS

T Hmin xbest−xGS

xbest Sim. T H xbest−xSA

xbest Sim. T H xbest−xLS

xbest Sim. T H

0.50 21.46 % 0.5126 6.04 % 0.5001 0 % 0.5020
0.55 14.69 % 0.5535 4.07 % 0.5494 0 % 0.5540
0.60 9.68 % 0.6085 0 % 0.6002 0.50 % 0.6027
0.65 3.62 % 0.6607 2.65 % 0.6528 0 % 0.6533
0.70 2.33 % 0.7125 0.93 % 0.6999 0 % 0.7047
0.75 1.06 % 0.7590 0 % 0.7526 4.46 % 0.7562
0.80 1.14 % 0.8102 0 % 0.8024 1.55 % 0.8072
0.85 0.82 % 0.8532 0 % 0.8509 7.02 % 0.8555
0.90 0.89 % 0.9038 0 % 0.9011 11.51 % 0.9071

equal to 0.8354 for all machines i, there are no material shortages. Based on this solution, we now

analyze the system behavior when varying individual parameters.

Table 5 presents the performance of all three approaches for different minimum throughput T Hmin

based on the initial flow line configuration and for a time limit of 10 seconds. The computation time

of the gradient search takes 0.23−0.59 seconds. Table 5 shows the relative deviations from the best

solution found for all three algorithms. The columns ”Sim. T H” in Table 5 show the simulated

throughput of the solutions found. All simulation results have a half-width of the 95 % confidence

interval of at most 0.005, i.e., they are extremely accurate. The simulation is very close to the min-

imum throughput T Hmin in all cases. Occasionally, the inaccuracy of the RNN leads to the fact that

the minimum throughput is just no longer fulfilled. However, the deviations are very small, and

therefore do not have to be significant, and may also be attributed to the simulation. We observe

that in cases with a low required throughput LocalSolver finds the best solutions. Here the through-

put as a function of the small buffer sizes is somewhat angular, which has to pose problems for a

gradient search. In contrast, SA returns the best solutions for more interesting cases with higher

minimum throughput. For these cases, the solution quality of LocalSolver decreases significantly.

The performance of GS increases with increasing T Hmin. The higher minimum throughput results

in higher required buffer spaces within the flow line. For these configurations, rounding all val-

ues up to the next integer leads to a small increase relative to the total costs. Additionally, the

underlying function approximated by the RNN is smoother for large buffers (see Figure 2(a)), so

the gradients provide more reliable information at these points. Thus, the GS can perform more

accurately if a relatively high throughput is desired.

Table 6 shows the performance analysis for increasing order-up-to level cost coefficient kM
i on

the left side and the changes in the solution for SA on the right side. The cost parameters for

buffer sizes and delivery remain constant. The required minimum throughput is 0.8. Therefore, as

order-up-to level cost kM
i increases, both the relationship to buffer costs kB

i and to delivery cost kR
i

changes. We obtain the best results with LocalSolver for small kM
i . For increasing kM

i , the perfor-
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Table 6: Analysis for increasing order-up-to level cost kM
i for a time limit of 10 seconds.

GS SA LS Summary of SA solution

kM
i

xbest−xGS

xbest Sim. T H xbest−xSA

xbest Sim. T H xbest−xLS

xbest Sim. T H r ∑i Si ∑i Ci

1 3.49 % 0.8089 0 % 0.8043 1.22 % 0.8047 155.12 770 36
2 6.89 % 0.8076 5.98 % 0.8019 0 % 0.8064 107.68 536 33
4 8.78 % 0.8086 7.71 % 0.8042 0 % 0.8050 76.17 384 33
6 4.63 % 0.8117 3.49 % 0.8019 0 % 0.8066 62.16 311 36
8 0.90 % 0.8084 0 % 0.8026 0.80 % 0.8062 53.79 270 36

10 1.07 % 0.8102 0 % 0.8032 1.49 % 0.8072 47.58 240 36
12 0.83 % 0.8076 0 % 0.8021 10.17 % 0.8072 43.96 222 36
14 0.92 % 0.8090 0 % 0.8017 14.47 % 0.8084 39.18 198 37
16 0.90 % 0.8070 0 % 0.8017 19.57 % 0.8066 37.96 192 37
18 1.40 % 0.81091 0 % 0.8023 23.58 % 0.8068 35.67 180 39
20 0.90 % 0.8095 0 % 0.8023 27.74 % 0.8086 33.14 168 39

mance of GS and SA improves while the performance of LocalSolver decreases significantly. If kM
i

is larger than kB
i both methods, GS and SA, provide comparable results. The simulated throughput

meets the minimum throughput in all cases. The right side of Table 6 shows aggregated information

on the solution found by SA. At low order-up-to level cost kM
i , we observe high order-up-to levels

and a long milkrun cycle length r. When kM
i rises, this leads to a decrease of order-up-to levels

with more frequent deliveries. Hence, the material ratio Si
r remains constant. We observed in our

numerical study, that LocalSolver is not able to recognize this relationship. Its local search opera-

tors consider each variable individually, whereby with a reduction of the cycle length the solution

quickly becomes infeasible and is not considered further. Within SA, our operators 5 and 6 (see Sec-

tion 5.1) anticipate the relationship between cycle length and order-up-to levels. Thus, the results

of SA are superior to those of LocalSolver when a short cycle length is optimal. Furthermore, the

results in the last column of Table 6 show that high order-up-to levels can only substitute expensive

buffers to a certain degree. Solutions with high order-up-to levels have at most 6 buffer spaces less

than solutions with low order-up-to levels. This equals approximately one buffer place behind each

machine.

Table 7 shows the performance of the three algorithms for different flow line lengths and for

a time limit of 10 seconds. For small flow lines LocalSolver outperforms GS and SA. For flow lines

with 5 and 6 machines all algorithms perform approximately equally well. For flow lines with

more than 6 machines the solution quality of LocalSolver decreases significantly while GS and SA

perform equally good. As shown in Section 4, we can technically use the RNN for the evaluation

of lines of arbitrary lengths but the prediction performance slightly decreases. In all these cases

the maximum deviation amounts to 2%. To counteract this, the minimum throughput could be

minimally increased within the optimization process so that the solutions remain feasible even

with minor deviations from the simulation which are, as stated above, extremely accurate.

All three approaches lead to promising results. The problem knowledge included in the SA

approach can be helpful especially for frequent delivery and expensive line-side material. The GS
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Table 7: Deviation of the best found solution and the simulated throughput with increasing flow line length
for a time limit of 10 seconds.

GS SA LS

# Machines xbest−xGS

xbest Sim. T H xbest−xSA

xbest Sim. T H xbest−xLS

xbest Sim. T H

2 40.62 % 0.8292 39.98 % 0.8248 0 % 0.8322
3 20.97 % 0.8102 20.72 % 0.8082 0 % 0.8120
4 12.86 % 0.8105 11.98 % 0.8027 0 % 0.8068
5 0.87 % 0.8105 0 % 0.8015 0.08 % 0.8062
6 1.17 % 0.8105 0 % 0.8024 1.58 % 0.8072
7 1.38 % 0.8102 0 % 0.7990 12.57 % 0.8073
8 1.19 % 0.8095 0 % 0.7980 19.38 % 0.8055
9 1.54 % 0.8047 0 % 0.7975 37.75 % 0.8059
10 1.78 % 0.8050 0 % 0.7932 37.54 % 0.8052
11 1.47 % 0.8038 0 % 0.7925 51.19 % 0.8049
12 0.47 % 0.8002 0 % 0.7915 49.23 % 0.8046
13 1.77 % 0.7960 0 % 0.7872 45.39 % 0.8049
14 2.61 % 0.7963 0 % 0.7883 47.97 % 0.8044
15 0 % 0.7946 0.11 % 0.7868 50.77 % 0.8023

worked well for instance where we can assume a smooth curve of the throughput. In steeper and

more angular areas of small buffer sizes, it suffers from the regression accuracy of the RNN because

the gradients are less meaningful there.

6 Conclusion and Further Research

In this article, we proposed an RNN to evaluate the throughput of a stochastic milkrun-supplied

flow line. We showed how to configure the RNN in an efficient manner and how the selection of

a flexible RNN as a special ANN allows us to analyze flow lines of variable length with a high

accuracy and a speed that outperforms any discrete-event simulation. Furthermore, we showed

how to systematically create the required training data for the neural network using orthogonal

latin hypercube sampling. A large number of simulated flow lines can serve as a sufficient database

to train the neural network. The most accurate results for extrapolating to longer flow lines have

been achieved for parameter ranges with many training data points.

In addition, we showed how to use the RNN within different optimization approaches for

milkrun-supplied flow lines. We developed a method that uses the approximation of a curve by

the RNN to obtain better solutions using the gradients. Additionally, we implemented a simple SA

approach with customized neighborhood operators. To compare our results, we used the commer-

cial solver LocalSolver operating on the same RNN as our optimization approaches to evaluate any

given system configuration. These approaches turned out to be feasible methods to achieve an op-

timized flow line design in a short time using a well-trained RNN. Our optimization methods, the

Gradient Search as well as the Simulated Annealing approach show a favorable performance when

compared with the commercial blackbox optimizer LocalSolver for the particularly interesting cases

of systems with a relatively high throughput. Further, our optimization methods recognize the in-
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terdependence between material supply and flow line parameters. The resulting systems show a

structure that agrees well with established theoretical knowledge about flow line behavior, e.g., the

bowl-shaped allocation of buffers for balanced lines. Further, optimal material supply design im-

plies frequent replenishment cycles and lower material levels in case of expensive material storage

costs.

Due to its speed, the proposed approaches can be applied for a variety of practical decision

problems in production. They are especially valuable in dynamic time-dependent settings as e.g.

in ramp-up production. Future research should address further applications of ANNs to stochastic

production systems with different configurations and requirements. Specifically, the combination

of exact or analytical methods with ANNs should be investigated.

Data Availability Statement

The training data that support the findings of this study are openly available via https://doi.

org/10.25835/8mfbqd5n.
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